study in one of its famous universities. When they returned home, they brought humanism back with them. Not so, however, in Agricola's case. Well before he arrived at Pavia in 1468, he had become acquainted with the ideas of Italian humanism. As early as the 1460s he was a member of a group of men who convened regularly in the Cistercian abbey at Aduard (near Groningen) and who cherished the ideas of Italian humanism.
3
In a number of ways, humanists significantly resembled the Greek sophists of the fifth and fourth centuries BC. Like sophists, humanists were teachers of rhetoric, thinkers, writers, moral philosophers, and political theorists. 4 Like sophists, humanists taught how to speak, how to reason, how to make decisions -all things that citizens would be expected to do throughout their lives. Like sophists, humanists contributed to the professionalisation of society by teaching its citizens the skills they required qua citizens. Like sophists, humanists came to maturity amid the developments in society which set an increasingly high value upon human beings and their faculty of reason, causing a turning of society's attention to problems concerning ethics, law, war, and peace: the problems of the city state. Like sophists, humanists entered the stage after a long period of time in which the aristocracy -and its cult of the body -was prominent in society (feudalism) and metaphysics the dominating factor in philosophy (scholasticism). Like sophists, humanists differed from their intellectual predecessors by not being theorists in quest of metaphysical truths. 5 The teaching of both sophists and humanists had a practical side to it and was designed to be just as useful in life as any other professional skill or techne. Their aim was for quality and the greater well-being of human beings. Both were teachers offering, or selling, an intellectual education -first and foremost through rhetoricfor use in practical life, and designed to improve their aptitudes in every domain of life, not just in one. This is what the Greeks called arete, the Romans uirtus, and what we call excellence. It is a concept which implies, to quote the words which so thrilled Robert Pirsig's narrator, "an efficiency which exists not in one department of life but in life itself". 6 3 The Aduard group is best portrayed by the contemporary letters of Antonius Liber and Rodolphus Langius, and by a letter written some fifty years later by Goswinus Halensis. See Agricola, Letters (as in n. 2), pp. 4-5, with further references. 4 My characterisation of the sophists is based on J. de Romilly, The Great Sophists in Periclean Athens (Oxford, 1992), especially pp. xiv-xv, 6, 10, 24-33, 46, 55, 92, 186, 205-211, and 232-237. 5 In his Oratio in laudem philosophiae 
